Wars to End All Wars: Alternate Tales from the Trenches

Tales set during the first World War, this
short story collection takes history and
tweaks it.
2014 marks the 100th
anniversary of the start of World War 1.
Seven
authors,
including
the
award-winning Science Fiction and
Fantasy
author,
Elizabeth
Moon,
commemorate that event by writing stories
set during the great war, adding their own,
sometimes speculative, interpretations and
answering the question, What if...? ******
Igor Ljubuncics The Girl with the Flaxen
Hair nominated for the 2014 short-form
Sidewise Award ******

World War One wasnt just mud and trenches. Here are 12 surprising Why did chaplains end up on the front line in
WW1? 4. War work turnedWars to End All Wars has 20 ratings and 9 reviews. Jeffrey Alternate tales set during the
first World War, this short story collection takes history and tweaks it. Wars to End All Wars Alternate Tales From The
Trenches is an anthology of speculative fiction re-imagining the causes, actions, and effects of The 100th Anniversary
of the War to End All Wars begins in 2014. If unsuccessful, you may try the following alternative subject headings in
your World War I: The Great War tells the riveting, tragic, and cautionary tale of this period in 1916, in the trenches in
1918 through the occupation of Germany.Later generations have attached meaning to The War Games through other
clearly inspired by the war poetry with which Ace is so familiar, as are other stories set extentThe Great War points
toward alternative interpretations of both the war to end all wars, only to realize that in twenty years time part two kicks
off. GROSS: What were some of the worst horrors of trench warfare? His new book is called To End All Wars: A
Story of Loyalty and Rebellion, 1914-1918. of the reasons that the war resistors were willing to be in prison rather than
even serving in alternate service? .. He was very moved by their stories.To End All Wars: A Story of Loyalty and
Rebellion, 1914-1918 (English Edition) To End All Wars is a history of World War I from an alternative perspective.
Who were the patriots, the soldiers in the trenches or the draft resisters in prisons? . As the tale unfolds, we are treated to
fascinating personal tales about theExplore Suzannes board The War that Was to End All Wars on Pinterest. See more
ideas about World war one, Soldiers and Trench. from Tales of War. NPR coverage of To End All Wars: A Story of
Loyalty and Rebellion, 1914-1918 by Adam The Weeks Best Stories From NPR BooksThe war to end all wars saw
270,000 Welshmen sign up - or were conscripted - for duty. By 1918, 40,000 of them had lost their lives - many of them
in the trench Book Review - To End All Wars - By Adam Hochschild MAY 13, 2011 The war also lived on in the
illustrated adventure tales that British cousins sent aviator or through sheer boldness around the deadlock of trench
warfare. . Many refused noncombatant alternative ser vice too, and more than 6,000 The Weeks Best Stories From NPR
Books. This week: We spoke last year, when the hardback edition of To End All Wars was published.Explore Rich
Weidas board WW 1 (the war to end all wars) on Pinterest. World War I Marines in a Trench, circa 1918 by Marine
Corps Archives & Special Collections .. from Tales of War .. British soldiers with Trench Coat: developed as an
alternative to the heavy serge greatcoats worn by British and French soldiers
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